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We love to hear your ideas! Do you have suggestions that will help us improve? At any time, please provide...

Thanks to everyone who placed orders for marketing materials! The Homework Help materials should be on their way.

College Measures "works with state governments to help identify higher education credentials with high return on investment, hot jobs, and hot skills." Dr. Soldner will demo the College Measures website.

President of College Measures, and Dr. Matthew Soldner, principal researcher at the American Institutes for Research. Data on labor markets and outcomes. Register now to join NCAN on FREE NCAN Webinar.

Tell Us How Summer Camps Are Going!

September 24, 2017 will need to be included in the GY03 work plan. Any funds spent September 25 or after should be...

As a reminder, final GY03 work plan modifications are due to ASU no later than Tuesday, August 15, 2017. We ask...

The following are other web-based resources for teachers that you may find useful:

- Learn how to foster and guide scientific and engineering research in the classroom.
- The following topics will be discussed during the workshop:
  - July 27 - Biogen, Research Triangle Park
  - July 19 - NC Center for Engineering Technology, Hickory

There is a $15 registration fee, but all attendees will receive a $65 stipend from the sponsor for participation. Register online at http://ncsciencefair.org/index.php/teachers/workshops.

• New Workshops Approaching
• Finalist Designation for Final EVO Watch Pool Biodegradable
• Workshops are sponsored by the Biogen Foundation.

There is a 10% discount for teachers who register early. The workshop will include coffee, snacks, and lunch.

Project plans. For more information regarding the details of the increase, please refer to section 8.7 in the following modification request in the GY04 work plan under the coordinator salary expense will need to be submitted final work plan, but the recent approved salary increase for non-certified staff members by the NC General Assembly. In most...

Legislated Increase for GEAR UP Coordinators

Monday, January 29, 2018 meeting (5-6 hours). Please RSVP below by July 28, and let us know if you plan to attend.

We will commit to selecting a fairly central location.

Feedback, we would like to begin offering off-cycle meetings for district GU Coordinators twice per year, but do...

Professional development in key college access areas such as financial aid, match & fit, etc. as well as grant...

Survey revealed that there is high interest across the board for district GU Coordinators to meet more regularly in person in addition to the 4 QCMs per year. Topics that were suggested in the survey focused on...

Off-Cycle QCM Meetings

The following Bi-Weekly Bulletin is supplements to the regular Bi-Weekly Bulletin that is distributed via email and regularly in person in addition to the 4 QCMs per year.}

http://www.greatamericaneclipse.com/north-carolina

The NASA Scientific Visualization Studio (includes an animation of the predicted path of the moon's shadow)
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